For immediate release – July 29th 2021

“Cloud Comms Summit US returns in person
with support of Gold Sponsors: 2600Hz,
BroadSource, MiaRec, Netsapiens &
RingCentral.”
- Cavell Group
Leading provider of cloud communications market intelligence and leading US
peer association are proud to be supported by 2600Hz, BroadSource, MiaRec,
Netsapiens & RingCentral as Gold Sponsors of Cloud Comms Summit US.

Cavell Group and the Cloud Communications Alliance (CCA) are delighted to
announce the Gold Sponsors of the most eagerly anticipated conference in the
cloud communications space this year: the Cloud Comms Summit US 2021.
After months of irreversible and unprecedented change, bringing the industry back
together under one roof this September 20th-22nd, the event will feature 3 days of
networking, discussions, and insightful sessions.
“We are proud to have the support of our Gold Sponsors in our return to the inperson Cloud Comms Summit US. After 18 months of so much change in our
industry, we are really excited to bring the key thought leaders and industry
players together at the Cloud Comms Summit, in partnership with the CCA.
The industry is at a key turning point and never has there been such an
important time to meet your peers and hone your strategy.”
Matthew Townend – Executive Director, Cavell Group
Service providers and technology companies in the cloud communications
ecosystem can expect ample networking time to explore great opportunities with
the industry’s decision makers. The event will facilitate a truly worthwhile
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experience, enabling the industry to refine and rethink their strategy moving
forward.
The event will be taking place at Omni Scottsdale Resort & Spa at Montelucia,
Phoenix, Arizona.

Location for Cloud Comms Summit US 2021: Phoenix, Arizona, USA

Venue for Cloud Comms Summit US 2021: Omni Scottsdale Resort & Spa at
Montelucia, Phoenix, Arizona
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CCSUS21’s Gold Sponsors will each be presenting Industry Vision Keynotes across
the event. Between all 5 supporters, their content will bring a breadth of topics
guaranteed to bring new ideas to the businesses of attendees.

FIND OUT MORE ABOUT CLOUD COMMS SUMMIT US 2021 GOLD SPONSORS:

2600Hz is a leading unified communications provider that modernizes how
businesses provide cloud communication and collaboration services to their
customers. KAZOO, 2600Hz’s distributed multi-tenant platform, offers UCaaS,
CPaaS, CCaaS, and mobile solutions. This end-to-end solution includes a full
enterprise-PBX, next-gen call center, intuitive collaboration tools, and a wide range
of other services. KAZOO features 300+ open APIs for developers to build their
own integrations as well as pre-built apps and features which partners can use
immediately, all packaged in a modern user interface. KAZOO allows partners to
customize every part of their UC solution including pricing, branding, customer
offerings and more.

“We are thrilled to be part of this industry-leading event as a Gold Sponsor and
look forward to connecting with Service Providers across the U.S. Cavell’s
events are always exceptional, and we are excited to support this important
summit, while also sharing key insights with attendees that will enable them to
strategically create growth opportunities.”
Patrick Sullivan - COO and Co-Founder, 2600Hz

For more information, please visit 2600hz.com.
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BroadSource is a global systems integration and software development company
that directs its products and services toward Cloud Unified Communications and
Contact Centre builds for Telecommunications Carriers worldwide. Their extensive
and growing client list includes Vodafone, Swisscom, Hong Kong Telecom,
Cincinnati Bell. Broadsource build and operate these platforms anywhere in the
world from Australia using a combination of their skills set, experience and own
intellectual property. Broadsource are one of Cisco’s most experienced and
capable Cloud UC and CC systems integration and software development
partners and Cisco engages BroadSource to deliver in several geographies it
cannot or chooses not to service. They are growing rapidly in North America,
Europe and South-East Asia and are transforming the way Global Service Providers
simplify and differentiate their Cloud UC platforms.

“Out of adversity comes opportunity, and this year’s summit focuses on the
many things we’ve learnt over the past couple of years and how we, as an
industry, have adapted to meet the needs of our local and global communities.
New and emerging collaboration tools have been pivotal to navigating our way
through turbulent times. What we’re left with is a hybrid era that centres
around collaboration in a myriad of contexts, allowing us to interact, work, and
live our lives wherever we are.
It is truly the dawn of a new era in communications and collaboration. We look
forward to once again meeting with old friends and to take the opportunity to
make new ones.”
Haydn Faltyn -CEO, BroadSource

For more information, please visit: broadsource.com.au
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MiaRec, Inc. is a leading provider of Unified Call Recording and Workforce
Optimization solutions for contact centers, service providers and businesses.
MiaRec's award-winning product portfolio includes Call and Screen Recording,
Agent Evaluation (Quality Management), Reporting and Voice AI (Speech
Analytics). MiaRec solutions offer a powerful combination of easy management,
reliability and rich functionality. MiaRec is compatible with leading business
telecommunications systems, including those from Cisco, Avaya, Broadsoft,
Metaswitch and many others. The first version of MiaRec Call Recording Software
was released in 2007 and to date MiaRec is successfully deployed at more than
1,000 customers worldwide.
“The Comms Summit has always pushed us to grow and adapt our work to a
higher standard.” Bezko added, “Attending the summit as a Gold Sponsor is an
honor, and we are thrilled to share our vision with the best of the cloud
provider community.”
Gennadiy Bezko – CEO, MiaRec

For more information, please visit: miarec.com

Netsapiens specialize in B2B UC solutions and support service providers of all
sizes, as well as large enterprises with existing network infrastructure who want to
improve their operational efficiency and grow their customer base. Our awardwinning signature UC offering – SNAPsolution is custom-built to offer our partners
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a customizable, easy-to-use platform that can be quickly deployed for maximum
ROI. Take advantage of our expertise in VoIP, UCaaS, SIP trunking, contact centers,
device provisioning, multi-tenant user portals and SaaS. This summer, Crexendo
Inc. merged with Netsapiens to broaden their offering of UCaaS, call center,
collaboration services, and other cloud business services. These services are
designed to provide enterprise-class cloud services to any size business at
affordable monthly rates.

"We are excited to expand our continued involvement with the Cloud
Communications Alliance. This marquee event brings industry pioneers and
key players together and played an instrumental role in our merger with
Crexendo, Inc (Nasdaq: CXDO) as we met at a CCA event. We are looking
forward to building new partnerships at the upcoming show "
Anand Buch - Chief Strategy Officer, Crexendo (Acquired Netsapiens in 2021)

For more information, please visit: netsapiens.com

RingCentral is a leading provider of cloud business phone systems designed for
today’s mobile and distributed workforce. By combining a hosted, multi-extension
business phone system with advanced voice and fax functionality, RingCentral
delivers ease of use, flexibility and mobility, which cannot be provided by onpremises legacy phone systems.
For more information, please visit: ringcentral.com

Here’s what Cavell’s partners of Cloud Comms Summit US, Cloud Communications
Alliance, have to say about the event:
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"The Cloud Comms Summit is the only conference in the world for hosting
communications providers which is platform neutral meaning you will not be
brainwashed by any one platform provider. You will hear the truth.”
Joe Marion – President, Cloud Communications Alliance
“If you want to talk, one on one to communications analysts, hear from the
thought leaders in the communications industry and share best practices in
both a casual and formal setting, the Cloud Comms Summit is for you.”
Clark Peterson – Chairman, Cloud Communications Alliance

Want to join your industry at Omni Scottsdale Resort & Spa at Montelucia,
Phoenix, Arizona in September?
Register here: cavellgroup.com/events/ccs-us
Register for Cloud Comms Summit US 2021 ⇨

Got any questions about the event or wish to sponsor the event? Please email us:
events@cavellgroup.com

-ENDNotes to Editors
Cavell Group is an EMEA focused Research, Consulting, Engineering and Education Services
business with offices in Amsterdam, Brussels, and London as well as remote associates worldwide.
Known as a leading provider of insight into the cloud communications and managed services
markets, a key source of market intelligence for Service Providers, Vendors and potential investors,
Cavell Group was formed nearly 20 years ago, by a team of Senior Executives, who had been
instrumental in building the early internet market both at UUNET and Level 3. Since 2003 the firm
has delivered Consulting Services, Research, Due Diligence and Professional Services solutions in
over 50 countries around the world. Cavell have built a strong reputation as leading Analysts of the
Cloud Communications market, providing Strategic Consulting and Research in EMEA and the USA
to Service Providers, Vendors, Manufacturers and Private Equity firms.
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